
 

 
 
Figure A:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 13-17. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P37 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652570G>A causing codon change from GAG>GAA 

causing p.E14= no amino acid change in the protein. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 17-21. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P54 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652557C>A causing codon change from CAG>AAG 

causing p.Q19K amino acid change in the protein. 

 

 

 

  



 
 
Figure C:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 46-50. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P28 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652468G>T causing codon change from CAG>CAT 

causing p.Q48H amino acid change in the protein. 

 

Figure D: 
DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 74-78. 

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P28 showing homozygous substitution g.171652385G>A causing codon change from AGA>AAA 

causing p.R76K amino acid change in the protein. 

  



 

Figure E: 
DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 119-123. 

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P12 showing homozygous substitution g.171652247G>C causing codon change from GGC>GCC 
causing p.G122A amino acid change in the protein. 

 

Figure F: 

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 134-138. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P13 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652205G>T causing codon change AGA>ATA causing 

p.R136I amino acid change in the protein. 

  



 

Figure G: 

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 154-158  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P39 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652144G>A causing codon change AAG>AAA causing 

p.K156= no amino acid change in the protein. 

 

Figure H: 

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 171-175. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P45 showing heterozygous substitution g.171652094G>C causing codon change from AGC>ACC 

causing p.S173T amino acid change in the protein. 

  



 

Figure I:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent to genomic sequence 171652019-171652006. 

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P45 showing deletion of guanine at g.171652013 in myocilin gene which created frameshift mutation 

and introduced a stop codon at amino acid position 215. 

 

Figure J: 
DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 213-218.  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P7 showing heterozygous complex substitution g.171607823-19causing codon change CTG>CCC and 
AAG>AAT causing p.[(Leu215Pro; Lys216Ile)] amino acid changes  in the protein  

  



 

Figure K :  
DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 237-240.  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P24 showing homozygous substitution g.171638614G>A causing codon change AGT>AAT causing 
p.S238N amino acid change in the protein.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure L:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 345-349. 

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P67 showing heterozygous substitution g.171636399T>C causing codon change from 

TAT>TAC causing p.Y347= no amino acid change in the protein. 
  



 

Figure M: 
DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 368-372  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P5 showing heterozygous substitution g.171605471C>T causing codon change CCG>CTG causing 
p.P370L amino acid change in the protein.  

 

Figure N: 

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 420-424.  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P36 showing heterozygous substitution g.171636175G>A causing codon change CGT>CAT causing 

p.R422H amino acid change in the protein. 

  



 

Figure O:  

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 428-432. 
A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P61 showing heterozygous substitution g.171636150C>T causing codon change from TTC>TTT 

causing p.F430= no amino acid change in the protein. 

 

 
 
Figure P: 

DNA sequence chromatogram of MYOC gene equivalent of codon 483-487.  

A: Reference seq. from control is shown.  

B: Sequence derived from JOAG Patient P47 showing homozygous substitution g.171635988G >A causing codon change AAG>AAA causing 

p.K484= no amino acid change in the protein.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Q: 

Pedigree of JOAG Patient P5 showing positive family history 

 


